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Outline

q Some relevant characteristics regarding the knee and the ankle
q Basic observational facts shaping the behaviour of galactic

cosmic rays
q The notion of galactic basin and its simplicity
q The computed Helium, Iron and proton knees and the related

experimental data
q The computed knee of all-particle spectrum and the related

experimental data
q Evidence that the knee and ankle are produced by the same

mechanism
q Comments and conclusions















Spiral magnetic field





Cosmic ray trajectories in the disk

Brunetti & Codino, ApJ, 2000, 528, 789
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Cosmic ray trajectories in the Galaxy
Additional parameters

q Interstellar matter thickness has a mean value of one hydrogen
atom / cm3

     enhanced to 1,24  to take into account heavier elements.

q A uniform distribution of sources is represented by the equation
Q(r,z,l)=CQ(r-R)N(s,z)

N(s,z) is the normal distribution in the z direction with a
standard deviation s of 80 parsec



Codino & Plouin 
ApJ, 2006, 639, 173
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The knees in terms of galactic basin

• As the energy increases  the dimension of the  galactic basins
become larger and larger.    When the  size of a galactic basin (
represented for example by the contour plots )   exceeds the
disk size,  there is a break, a depression,  in the number of
cosmic rays reaching the solar cavity:  this is the knee in terms
of Galactic basins.

• If the size of the Galaxy ( exactly, the disk thickness ) would
have been larger, then, the knee energy position along the
energy axis  would have been shifted at  higher values.

• The concept of “galactic basin” is described in  (Codino & Plouin,
ApJ, 2006, 639, 173)  but, in this paper,   the explanation of the
knees is not mentioned nor hinted.











Illuminating the Galaxy by an ion beam emitted from the Earth and
counting the number of nuclear collisions in the disk

nuclear collisions



















Relative abundances of cosmic ions
at low energies

( well below the knee energy)

BLEND 1 – Energy = 1012 eV

 2.52 ± 0.052.60 ± 0.0310Fe-Ni (17-26)

 0.02 ± 0.022.60 ± 0.030.5
Other heavy
ions

 2.43 ± 0.072.64 ± 0.0310Ne-S

 2.86 ± 0.062.67 ± 0.0211CNO

 6.60 ± 0.152.62 ± 0.0226He

Wiebel-Sooth10.91 ± 0.322.75 ± 0.0241H

Reference
Intensity

(ions/m2 s sr
GeV)

Spectral index
Composition

(%)
Ions



Relative abundances of cosmic ions
at low energies
(below the knee energy)

Ion Blend (inspired by Atic)

2.506,2Fe (17-26)

2.600.1Ca

2.609,2Ne-S

2.6015,5CNO

2.52733,1He

2.60835,6H

Spectral index
Composition

(%)
Ion















Relative abundances of cosmic ions
at low energies
(below the knee energy)

PROTON ABUNDANT BLEND ( steep spectra)   – Energy = 2 x 1015 eV

2.6015,0Fe (17-26)

2.600.8Ca

2.6510,0Ne-S

2.6511,7CNO

2.7229,7He

2.7232,8H

Spectral index
Composition

(%)
Ion





Relative abundances of cosmic ions
at low energies
(below the knee energy)

PROTON superABUNDANT BLEND  – Energy = 2 x 1015 eV

2.6012,8Fe (17-26)

2.600.74Ca

2.658,60Ne-S

2.6510,0CNO

2.7225,5He

2.7241,0H

Spectral index
Composition

(%)
Ion





Relative abundances of cosmic ions
at low energies
(below the knee energy)

He Abundant BLEND  – Energy = 2 x 1015 eV

2.5017,8Fe (17-26)

2.600.1Ca

2.6512,0Ne-S

2.6514,0CNO

2.7235,5He

2.7219,6H

Spectral index
Composition

(%)
Ion





The ankle





The extragalactic component

Assume that a significant amount of the  extragalactic component of cosmic rays
reach the local galactic zone, at some energy.  Let us suppose that :

q the relative abundances  of the extragalactic cosmic ions  in the
intergalactic space are similar to those overflowing from the

     Milky Way Galaxy ;

q the extragalactic cosmic rays entering the Milky Way Galaxy encounter
the same structures of magnetic fields and interstellar matter as do
galactic cosmic rays.

Cosmic rays entering the Milky Way 

Cosmic ray overflowing the Galaxy
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GalacticGalactic  
cosmiccosmic  raysrays

ExtragalacticExtragalactic
cosmiccosmic  raysrays

N(0)
N(s)=N(0)/esg

g=mHnHL

Solar cavity

Solar cavitydisc halo

sa

N(sa)=N(0)/es(g+ga)

ga= halo grammage

s = cross section
g = grammage
L = trajectory
      length
   



GalacticGalactic  sourcessources ExtragalacticExtragalactic  sourcessources
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g grammage     g/cm2 Gas column swept out
by the cosmic ray

g=mHnHvdsd
vd  number of inversions of motion in the disk
sd  equivalent thikness in the disk
      (mean distance source-observer)

The same variables are used in the halo :
ga=mHnHvasa







Rectilinear propagation

Cosmic rays, in the rectilinear propagation, penetrate the
insterstellar medium in straight line segments.

The energy at which the rectilinear propagation sets on is an
unmistakeable, clear reference for the ankle generation,
because the average field strength in the disk is known.

For Helium this energy is 4 x 1018 eV and for Iron 3 x 1019 eV .





Silent assumptions of this study

 The spectral indices  of single cosmic rays measured by the
experiments below 1015  eV and ion abundances as well, are the
major inputs in the evaluation of the energy spectra above
1015 eV.

        The values of the spectral indices used in the calculation
        of the ion spectra are constant
        from a few GeV up to 1021 eV  ( i.e. no ad hoc adjustement,
        no arbitrariness).

No distinction is made between spectral indices of the
sources and  those observed at Earth.



Conclusions (1)
The computed spectra of individual ions (Protons,
Helium and Iron) are in good agreement with the
experimental data (only the shapes of the spectra) of
the Kaskade experiment.

Regardless of the particular ion blend, the computed
position along the energy axis of the  knee of the all-
particle spectrum  also matches the results of the
experiments.

With the above inputs the all-particle energy spectrum
between the knee and the ankle is calculated showing a
spectral index of 3.05 for a proton abundant blend and
3.06 for an helium abundant blend i.e the spectral index
is close to  the observed value of 3 in the range 10 15

and 10 17 eV.

This agreement is particularly meaningful since the
energy spectra of individual ions have slopes of 3.38
(Helium) and 3.34 (Fe) in the same energy range. The
computed indices of 3.05 and 3.06 between 1015-1017 eV
are the result of the sum of all the ion spectra  as
indicated in the figure.



Conclusions (2)
Assuming the existence of an extragalactic component in the
intergalactic space surrounding the Milky Way, it is interesting to
determine its intensity at Earth.

This extragalactic component might be conceived in a variety of
forms like :

(a) Debris from normal galaxies in the cosmic vicinity (e.g. 40 Mpc)
(b) Debris from powerful galaxies
(c) Reentrant particles overflowed from the Milky Way
(d) Cosmic ray populations re-accelerated in the intergalactic space.

Whatever may be the ion abundances populating the intergalactic
space (within the plausible limits bound to the experimental data at
Earth), there exists a unique point along the energy axis where the
extragactic component must have a maximum of intensity. This
characteristic is almost independent from the ion blend and the
spectral indices of individual ions.

This unique energy point is of capital importance because its position,
along the energy axis, is determined only by a physical phenomena
(the rectilinear propagation of cosmic rays) and by the nuclear cross
sections,  which have unmistakable, clear observational evidence.



Conclusions (3)

The positions of the ankles
and the knees along the
energy axis are distinctively
and uniquely interconnected
by the average field strength
which forges the grammage,
and by the rate at which
inelastic cross sections rise
with energy, as shown in  the
plot aside.

         This fundamental conclusion
         corroborate the explanation
         of the knees and of the knee.





Conclusions (3)
The intensity of cosmic ions generated in the disk obeys to a constant
spectral index as This fall of intensity cannot continue indefinitely with
increasing energy.

The rate of nuclear collisions is determined by inelastic cross sections and by
the grammage experienced by the cosmic rays.
At a particular distinctive energy, cosmic ions traverse the Galaxy in straight
line segments. This particular energy is determined by the field strenght in
the disk and only by the magnetic field.
This energy is 5 x 1018 eV for Helium and 6 x 1019 eV for Iron. For protons, it
is expected to be lower than that of Helium.

For galactic cosmic ions beyond the ankle region, the spectral index should
reverse to the same value before the knee energy region.

 For the extragalactic cosmic rays, a maximum of intensity is an enhancement
of

The positions of the ankles and the knees along the energy axis are uniquely
related by the average field strength and rate at which inelastic cross
sections rise with energy as shown in out plot.









Contour levels for helium, carbon, aluminium and iron illustrating the 
distribution of cosmic ray sources feeding the local galactic zone





La componente extragalattica

Ammettiamo per semplicità che esista una componente extragalattica
della radiazione cosmica che raggiunga la zona locale. Quindi supponiamo
che:

q le abbondanze relative degli ioni cosmici extragalattici siano le stesse
dei raggi cosmici in uscita dalla Via Lattea

q la componente extragalattica in ingresso alla Via Lattea incontri la
medesima struttura di campi magnetici e di materia interstellare
intercettate dai raggi cosmici galattici.

Cosmici in entrata alla Via Lattea

Cosmici in uscita
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Outline of the presentation

q Why there is a change of the spectral index from 2,74 to 3 in
the energy region 1015-1020 eV

q Summing up the energy spectra of individual ions in the energy
interval 1015-1020 eV

q Why there is a minimum in the cosmic ray intensity around 1019

eV
q Extragalactic cosmic rays and reentrant cosmic rays
q The origin of the ankle
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On the origin of the ankles

qWhy the ankles of individual ions exist
q The positions of the ankles along the
     energy axis.
q The slope of the cosmic ray spectrum

     between 1015 and 5 1018 eV and the
    the position of the ankle.

The bump in the complete  spectrum, around 5 1019 eV.

q Evidence that  the knee and ankle are produced by
    the same mechanism.
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